
The terms & conditions, stated herein (hereinafter referred to only as the “T&C” or “Influencer
Affiliate Agreement” as the case may be) state the rules governing the relationship between the
Affiliates of FxCentrum (herein after referred to as the “Affiliates”) and WTG Ltd., reg. address
House of Francis, Room 302, Mahe Providence, Seychelles, authorized by the Seychelles Financial
Services Authority (hereinafter referred to only as the “SFSA”) to provide its services under license
number SD055 (hereinafter referred to only as the “Company” or “FxCentrum”).

Article 1（Definition）
The definition of the term in this Agreement, are as follows.

Affiliate Program Means a program with pre-set conditions, encouraging users to open an
account with FxCentrum through the Affiliate, observing these T&C.
Affiliate Program
Participant Individuals, entities or it be organization of them, using non-prohibited ways how to
introduce FxCentrum and induce visitors to its website, while a compensation is received as a
consideration for such services.
Affiliate Reward It is the reward, determined by the Company for the Affiliate Program to be
paid to the Affiliate (the price of which inclusive of tax)
VisitorThe user that move to FxCentrum website through the link of Affiliate
Affiliate CodeCode that the Client should type down in the registration form to be categorized under
respective Affiliate.
Affiliate Link Link through which Clients enter registration to be categorized under respective
Introducing Broker, ensuring the Affiliate Program.
Application Form Form filled by Introducing Brokers to become an Affiliate under the
conditions of the Affiliate Program.
Inactive Affiliate An Affiliate that has not performed any activity for at least 1 (one) year and
has no Affiliate Reward on his Affiliate account.
Dormant Affiliate An Affiliate having a remaining balance on his account, however not
performing any Affiliate activity (meaning no further onboarding of new clients, no communication
with the Company after notice and no transfers for a period of one year) for at least 1 (one) year.
Affiliate Portal Platform where Affiliates are registered, their Affiliate Reward is calculated
and invoices issued for them.
Introduced Client Client introduced in any permitted and compliant way by the Affiliate

Article 2（How to Apply and Participate）
For the purpose of becoming an Affiliate, the applicant for becoming an Affiliate shall register
through respective Application Form, where he/she provides all the necessary documents and data.
The Company has the right to approve or reject application of an Affiliate applicant at its own
discretion.
By accepting these T&C, applicant for becoming an Affiliate hereby agrees to the terms of this
Agreement after completion and submission of Application Form to the Company and by clicking
the Accept button on respective website to these T&C.



Thus, applicant for becoming an Affiliate hereby acknowledges and agrees that it is entering into a
legally binding contract and fully agrees to abide by and to be bound by its respective terms and
conditions, set out in this Agreement, as they may apply.
Article 3（Becoming an Affiliate）
Upon acceptance of this Agreement and approval of the Application Form and submission of all
necessary documentation, required by FxCentrum, the Company grants theAffiliate a revocable non-
exclusive, non-transferable, non-sub-licensable and worldwide limited right to refer potential Clients
to FxCentrum, subject to these T&C.
Article 4（Amendments to Affiliate Program）
FxCentrum has the right to amend the Affiliate Program at any time and at its sole discretion,
including, but not limited to, determination of any threshold, minimum deposit, remuneration or any
other conditions related to the receipt of the Affiliate Reward. Any such amendment shall be
published on the website before such conditions come into effect.
In the event the Affiliate does not agree to amended T&C, he/she shall inform the Company
thereabout within five business days (5) and both Parties may agree on amendment to this
Agreement.
Article 5（Payment Terms）
Influencer Affiliate shall receive the following Affiliate Reward:
- Credit of real funds to his trading account
- 5 USD per client FTD as a bonus without any limitations for withdrawal
- Right for a 100% credit bonus for any deposit on any of Affiliate’s trading accounts.

There will be following maximum threshold on credit for Affiliates:

Moreover, the Affiliate may claim the following remuneration in a form of credit to his trading
account, conditional on the lots traded:



Such credit may be withdrawn max 2 times per calendar month.
1 lot = 100.000 USD in volume. Different instruments have different volume, please calculate with
this equation.
Affiliate Reward shall be paid to respective account of the Affiliate after the invoice is issued by the
Affiliate portal on monthly basis. In the event the Affiliate Reward is lower than $10 (ten U.S.
dollars) or equivalent amount in another currency, FxCentrum reserves the right not to execute the
payment and carry the balance forward to the next payment period.
Fees for USDT transfers will be 2% from the transferred amount. (Minimum 10 USD)
Wire transfer will be free of charge, if the payout is more or equal to 100 USD (conditional on the
invoice issued by the Affiliate). If less than 100 USD, then FXC will charge 10 USD.
Affiliate must send invoice to get the reward payment and have valid account with FXCKYC process
with ID and Proof of Address.
In the event of termination of this Agreement for any reason, other than any breach of conditions
herein by the Affiliate, FxCentrum shall pay the Affiliate remaining balance of the Affiliate Reward,
due and payable to the Affiliate at the time of termination of this Agreement within 30 (thirty) days
from the end of calendar month when suchAgreement is terminated. For the accurate information for
the transfer, Affiliate shall be held solely responsible.

Article 6（Payment Method）
Payment of any Affiliate Reward shall be executed in U.S. dollars transferred to Affiliate’s account,
registered with the Company at its Affiliate Portal. FxCentrum reserves the right to provide different
payment methods to the Affiliate and change them, in particular for the purpose of ensuring the
cheapest and the most effective payment to the Affiliate.
Any transfer charges & fees, i.e. bank transfer charges or fees of any payment service provider, shall
be borne by the Affiliate.

Article 7（Inactive and Dormant Affiliates）
FxCentrum reserves the right to terminate any inactive Affiliate, having zero balance at its account,
at its own discretion without further notice.



FxCentrum reserves the right to terminate any dormant Affiliate after previous notice, at its sole
discretion. In this case, Affiliate will be requested to transfer his/her money to the account registered
with FxCentrum.

Article 8（Denial to Pay Affiliate Reward）
The Company, without prejudice to any other clause, may withhold, delay or deny payment of the
Affiliate Reward at its sole discretion in any of the following events:

a) the Company believes or has a justified reason to believe that Affiliate is not conducting its
activities in compliance with respective laws and regulations or this Agreement;

b) the Company believes or has a justified reason to believe that the payment ofAffiliate Reward
will represent a breach of applicable rights;

c) the Company believes or has a justified reason to believe that Affiliate causes alleged
infringement of property or rights by its activities hereunder;

d) the Company deems or has a justified reason to deem any transaction of Affiliate as
suspicious;

e) the Company believes or has a justified reason to believe that the traffic coming through
Affiliate, or any portion thereof, is a fraudulent traffic, i.e. a traffic generated through
respectiveAffiliate through illegal means, in bad faith (e.g. to defraud FxCentrum), including,
but not limited to, spam, false advertising, deposits from stolen credit/debit cards etc.;

f) the Company believes or has a justified reason to believe that theAffiliate is involved, directly
or indirectly, in any fraudulent, deceptive, manipulative or any other illegal activity related to
FxCentrum or any of its affiliated entities;

In the event of point e) and f), the Company reserves the right to terminate this Agreement without
delay and pay no Affiliate Reward (i.e. Affiliate’s right for such Affiliate Reward shall be considered
as void) to the Affiliate. Moreover, the Affiliate hereby irrevocably waives its rights to, and shall
indemnify FxCentrum for any claim or demand made against FxCentrum or any of its affiliated
entities, its directors, officers, shareholders, employees or its website or other websites operated by
FxCentrum or its affiliated entities.

Article 9（Payment Disputes）
In the event the Affiliate expresses his/her disagreement with the amount payable, the Affiliate must
refuse the payment and send a written notice thereabout to FxCentrum within 10 business days after
the invoice is issued by Affiliate Portal, otherwise, the right to dispute payment will be deemed as
waived and theAffiliate will be deemed to have waived any and all rights in relation to such payment.

Article 10（Tracking of Introduced Clients）
Affiliate hereby acknowledges that he/she is aware of and agrees to the fact that each Introduced
Client shall register through the Affiliate Link or use the Affiliate Code, so the right of the Affiliate
to receive such Affiliate Reward arises in relation to the introduced Client.



FxCentrum may never be considered liable, and the Affiliate hereby waives any claim or demand in
relation to any commissions associated with the Affiliate Link or Affiliate Code, not validly received
by the Company by the end of calendar month when such right for Affiliate Reward arose or for the
failure of the Affiliate or the Introduced Client to use respective Affiliate Link or Affiliate Code.

Article 11（Service Maintenance)
FxCentrum reserves the right to initiate service maintenance at any time with previous notice to the
Affiliates.

Article 12（Personal Information）
Affiliate hereby agrees to provide true and complete information to the Company at any time and
whenever requested or required by applicable laws. Such information may include, in particular:

a) individual clients: proof of identity, proof of residence, date of birth, contact information,
nature of activities, location, VAT ID;

b) corporate clients: name of the company, certificate of incorporation, registration number,
proof of residence/office address, name of UBOs and directors, their proof of identity and
proof of residence etc.

In the event theAffiliate fails to provide or the Client fails to provide and theAffiliate does not ensure
the information above, the Company reserves the right to consider Affiliate Reward for such
Introduced Client as void.

Article 13（Marketing Materials）
Affiliate shall request approval for his/her marketing materials to be granted by FxCentrum, he/she
uses for the purpose of introduction of potential clients, e.g. such marketing materials may not be
misleading, nor speculate on or promise any profit.
In the event the Affiliate does not provide marketing materials for the compliance of FxCentrum to
be approved or if such marketing materials are not approved by FxCentrum, the Company has the
right to render the Affiliate Code or Affiliate Link, assigned to such Affiliate, as inoperative, and
block Affiliate’s access to the Affiliate Program without delay along with the denial of the Affiliate
Reward. The Affiliate hereby irrevocable waives any claim or demand against FxCentrum and its
affiliated entities, its directors, officers, shareholders, employees or against the websites or websites
of affiliated entities in respect of such action taken by FxCentrum.

Article 14（Age）
In order to become an Affiliate Program Participant, the Affiliate must be at least 18 years old.

Article 15（Prohibited Clients）
TheAffiliate may only target citizens or residents of countries that are not prohibited by the Company
within its terms, in particular countries categorized as high-risk or monitored jurisdictions by the
Financial Action Task Force or as non-cooperative countries by the European Union, etc. Moreover,
the Affiliate may not introduce clients from the European Union or from the United States.
In the event that in Introduced Client is a citizen or resident of a country that is prohibited by the
Company, the Affiliate accepts and agrees that it will not be entitled to receive any Affiliate Reward
from the Company for such clients.



Article 16（Prohibited Acts）
The Affiliate shall observe the following prohibited acts, stated below

1. Affiliate may not hold itself out to be an undertaking of FxCentrum or its agent. For
the avoidance of doubt, nothing in this Agreement is intended to, or shall be deemed
to, establish any partnership or joint venture between any of the parties, constitute any
party the agent of another party, or authorise any party to make or enter into any
commitments for or on behalf of any other party.

2. Affiliate may not use FxCentrum’s logo in any correspondence, business cards or
electronic transmissions etc., unless authorised to do so by FxCentrum in writing.

3. Affiliate and its website may not be engaged, directly or indirectly, in any activities
FxCentrum deems at its sole discretion, as illegal, improper, offensive, unfair or
otherwise adverse to the operation of website of FxCentrum or any of its affiliated
entities, e.g. illegal business, activities, defamatory, obscene or abusive content of
website of the Affiliate, promotion of discrimination based on race, sex, religion etc.,
misrepresenting itself as FxCentrum’s website or by the use of FxCentrum brand,
unauthorized use of any third party’s intellectual property etc.

FxCentrum shall have the right, in addition to other rights hereunder, arising out of such activities,
stated above, to render the Affiliate Link or Affiliate Code to such Affiliate violating the prohibitions
herein, as inoperative and block Affiliate’s access to Affiliate Program without delay, granting no
Affiliate Reward to the Affiliate. The Affiliate hereby irrevocable waives any claim or demands
against FxCentrum and its affiliated entities, its directors, officers, shareholders, employees or
against the websites or websites of affiliated entities in respect of such action taken by FxCentrum.
Furthermore, Affiliate may not receive or transmit orders to FxCentrum on behalf of its Introduced
Clients or transmit any money to FxCentrum on behalf of its Introduced Clients and it may not direct
or influence Introduced Clients with regards to their trading preferences.

Article 17（Warranties and Representations）
The Affiliate hereby warrants and represents that he/she has the requisite capacity and authority to
conclude this Agreement, all of its activities shall be conducted in a professional, proper and lawful
manner, in full compliance with applicable laws, it has any necessary authorisation, license or
permission for the provision of such services, it does not act as an agent or employee or
representative of FxCentrum and is independent from the Company and its affiliated entities. For all
the above, the Affiliate shall be held responsible.
Moreover, the Affiliate hereby warrants and represents that it does not provide any investment
advisory services or discretionary management services, does not issue any marketing, advertising
or does not distribute any promotional material about FxCentrum and its affiliated entities without
FxCentrum’s prior written consent, and makes no misrepresentation regarding FxCentrum and its
affiliated entities.
ThisAgreement does not grant theAffiliate the right or privilege to assist FxCentrum in the provision
of service to any Clients. Only FxCentrum shall be responsible for all services provided to Client.



The Affiliate acknowledges and agrees that any attempted participation or violation of any of the
foregoing, as well as any deviation from this Agreement, shall represent a material breach of this
Agreement and the Company may pursue at its own discretion any applicable legal and equitable
remedies against the Affiliate, including, but not limited to, immediate suspension of Affiliate
account with FxCentrum and/or the withholding/cancelation of Affiliate Reward and/or an
immediate termination of this Agreement without prior notice required.
The Affiliate agrees to indemnify, defend and hold FxCentrum and its affiliated entities, directors,
officers, shareholders, employees, service providers and suppliers harmless from and against any
liability, claims, costs, expenses, injuries and losses, including reasonable legal fees and costs, arising
directly or indirectly in connection with Affiliate’s breach of any terms herein, operation or website
or out of any disputes between theAffiliate and any other party in relation to thisAgreement, website,
Affiliate’s activity or services provided by FxCentrum and its affiliated entities.

Article 18（Limitation of Liability）
FxCentrum shall not be held liable for any lost profits or data or any other consequential damages,
arising out of this Agreement, website, services of trading platform of FxCentrum as a result, in
particular, of any failure, malfunction of software, hardware, communication technology or any other
system.
No provision of this Agreement shall limit or exclude the liability of either party for any fraud or
fraudulent misrepresentation. FxCentrum shall not be deemed to be in breach of this Agreement and
shall not be liable or having the responsibility of any kind for any loss or damage incurred by the
Affiliate as a result of any total or partial failure, interruption or delay in the performance of this
Agreement occasioned by any act of God, fire, war, labour dispute, riots, revolutions, act of
government, state, governmental or supranational body or authority, or any exchange or clearing
house, inability to communicate with market makers for whatever reason, failure of any computer
dealing system or any other breakdown or failure of transmission in communication facilities of
whatever nature between FxCentrum or its affiliated entities and the Affiliate, or any other reason
beyond FxCentrum’s reasonable control (so-called Force Majeure Event)

Article 19（Confidentiality and Personal Data Protection）
Affiliate shall keep all information confidential and may not disclose to any third party the terms of
this Agreement or any information incidental or related thereto, unless required under any applicable
law or by any regulatory or governmental body or obtained by written consent of FxCentrum or its
affiliated entities.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in thisAgreement or the termination of thisAgreement, this
clause shall continue to have effect and be binding on the Affiliate without any time limit.

Article 20（Communication）
Any communication of FxCentrum and the Affiliate shall be held in English language.
Any notice, instruction, request or other communication shall be sent in writing to the following
emails:



regarding terms & conditions: legal@fxcentrum.com
regarding payment issues, invoices: fxcentrum@fxcentrum.com

Article 21（Termination）
Either party may terminate this Agreement by giving ten (10) business days written notice to the
other party.
FxCentrum reserves the right to terminate or suspend this Agreement or any rights of the Affiliate
thereof without notice in case of any malpractice, breach of any provisions hereunder, failure to
compliance with applicable laws or other significant event, including liquidation or insolvency of the
Affiliate at the sole discretion of FxCentrum.
In the event of termination, the Affiliate shall return any marketing materials or documents to
FxCentrum without delay and shall withdraw any connections to FxCentrum or its affiliated entities
from its website or from any other place, it maintains under its control.
Upon termination of this Agreement, FxCentrum shall pay Affiliate its Affiliate Reward, arising out
of duly performed duties of the Affiliate under conditions hereunder.
FxCentrum may also terminate this Agreement if the activities of FxCentrum or the Affiliate become
unlawful, or in the event of any change to applicable laws.

Article 22（Jurisdiction）
This Agreement, as well as any additional agreements thereto, shall be governed by the laws of
Seychelles.


